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Future days spent in the shade (90 degrees and rising)

Innovations all the way (we only want what's best for
you)

Make it double but make it pay (it's the way you live for
sure)

Come on little ticket won't you win me a million (this is
the bingo nation) yeah

Germ-free attitudes in my food (but does it make me
horny? )

Looking out for God and money (that's evolution for
you)

Fat-free kool aid for the kids (gimme gimme gimme
gimme gimme more)

Heavy metal glamour pussies (they're looking awful
pretty).

See what I'm saying when I'm when I'm looking dead
ahead,

It's out of sight, oh, out of sight.

Well I don't know what you've been thinking,

I get the sneaking feeling something ain't right.

Oh what a suprise.

Careful what you're wishing for
You might just get your heart's desire.

Is what you want exactly what you need,

I don't think so. oh!

Coughs and sneezes spread diseases (the doctor's
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always right)

Best of luck and, here we go (everyone's a winner
baby)

Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow comes (you're
living in the right location)

Golden oldies on the comeback trail (they never really
went away)

See what I'm saying when I'm when I'm looking dead
ahead,

It's out of sight, right out of sight.

Well I don't know what we've been thinking,

I get the sneaking feeling something ain't right.

Oh what a suprise.

Careful what you're wishing for

You might just get your heart's desire.

Is what you want exactly what you need,

I don't think so
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